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The Club aims to: 

 To foster and promote the sport of amateur 

cricket at all levels within the community and 

within the sport, providing opportunities for 

recreation, coaching and competition. 

 To ensure that all members, playing and non-

playing, abide by the ECB Code of Conduct 

which incorporates the Spirit of Cricket and by 

the Laws of Cricket. 

 To ensure a duty of care to all members of the 

club by adopting and implementing the ECB 

‘Safe Hands-Cricket’s Policy for Safeguarding 

Children’, and any future versions of the Policy.  

 To ensure a duty of care to all members of the 

club by adopting and implementing the ECB 

Cricket Equity Policy and any future versions of 

the policy. 

 To encourage all members to participate fully in 

the activities of the club. 
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For each of our objectives we consider: 

1. What we have now. 

2. What we need to do. 
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3. Requirements to achieve the objective. 

4. The cost. 

5. When it will be implemented.  
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Introduction 

To begin there will be an assessment of our progress 

against the objectives of the previous year. 

When assessing progress for each One Year Objective, 

there will be a statement indicating the position in 

January 2020 and a second statement indicating our 

position in October 2020. There will then be a final 

statement indicating how progress with regard to these 

objectives will continue.  

Our Five Year Objectives will remain constant or 

become One Year Objectives to ensure sustained and 

constant growth. 
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2020 Review of One Year Plan 

I) Further promote the club in the community to raise 

more income through sponsorship and charitable 

endeavours  

Starting Point: The club was intending to launch the 

Shepherdswell Cricket Club Community Raffle, with a 

wide range of prizes organised (including a short stay 

Eurotunnel Voucher, meals and drinks coupons at local 

restaurants and pubs, vouchers for Howletts and the 

East Kent Railway and much more). The club was also 

intending to launch a wider-reaching fixtures card, 

attracting more sponsors in the process and intended to 

appoint a Fundraising Secretary. Finally, the club 

intended to gain more supporters via Easyfundraising 

and Dover District Community Lottery.  

Finishing Point: Due to the nature of the 2020 Season, 

attempts to raise money via a Community Raffle were 

abandonded due to the impossibilities of selling tickets, 

winners accessing prizes and various logistical 

concerns. This was a great disappointment to the club, 

as was the similar impossibility of launching an 

expanded Fixtures Card. 

However, brilliant progress was made towards this 

overarching target, despite the nature of the COVID-19 

Pandemic and the shortened season. The Committee 

and Members of Shepherdswell Cricket Club 

demonstrated their ingenuity in multiple ways. The club 

received a sizeable grant from Sport England (£2,505) to 

support lost income due to the COVID-19 Pandemic. 

The club spearheaded a campaign to raise £1,160 

through our “Brave the Shave” Campaign, which raised 

£290 for the Cricket Club, as well as equal amounts for 
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Shepherdswell Spartans FC, Shepherdswell Guides and 

Shepherdswell Scouts. Through an ECB supported 

Crowdfunding Campaign the club also raised £260, 

which will be spent on purchasing additional equipment 

for our Youth Section. The Club worked hard to reach a 

sponsorship agreement with Eythorne Building 

Contractors, who will be our main sponsor for the 2021 

season (as well as the recently completed 2020 

season).  

Further Progress: See 2021 Objective IV.  

II) Achieve ECB Clubmark   

Starting Point: Clubmark Officers (Ben Spurgeon and 

Russell Skues) had completed much of the appropriate 

paperwork, procedures and communication.  The club 

had been in regular email contact with Club 

Development Officer for Dover District (James Moss) 

and had also had a very productive face to face meeting. 

All of the club’s documentation had been uploaded to 

the Clubmark Portal and approved by the ECB. A Site 

Visit was “pencilled in” for May 2020. 

Finishing Point: Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic the 

Site Visit was cancelled by Kent Cricket (no site visits 

took place in England over the 2020 season). This was 

obviously a huge disappointment for the club and 

despite pursuing other alternatives and regular email 

communications there was no alternative other than to 

re-arrange a Site Visit for 2021.  

Further Progress: The Clubmark Officers will ensure all 

documentation is be completed and all procedures 

followed and adhered to in preparation for a Site Visit in 

early 2021 (ideally May 2021).  
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III) Build purpose-built club storage facility on the Rec  

Starting Point: All youth coaching equipment and 

ground maintenance equipment is stored in a member’s 

garage, which is fortuitously close to the Rec. There is at 

least £10,000 worth of cricket coaching and ground 

maintenance equipment in this garage. Towards the end 

of last season, Committee Members began the process 

of gaining Parish Council support and ensuring that 

Planning Permission was granted for a secure Storage 

Facility with a concrete base. The Parish Council agreed 

to support the application. 

Finishing Point: Planning Permission was obtained, the 

appropriate purchases were made (including the shelter 

itself and appropriate concrete) and the works have 

been carried out. The Storage Shelter is now completed 

and in use. 

Further Progress: Ensure appropriate use of Storage 

Shelter and ensure its maintenance.  

IV) Increase volunteer coaching capacity  

Starting Point: The club had 3 ECB Level 2 Coaches 

and had the support of some members in assisting with 

the delivery of coaching sessions. 

Finishing Point: After consultations with James Moss 

from Kent Cricket, a Coach Support Worker Course was 

organised- this course was instigated at the request of 

Shepherdswell Cricket Club. The club funded 4 

Members (two of whom are products of our own Youth 

Coaching) to attend this course and gain the appropriate 

qualifications. However, again due to the COVID-19 

Pandemic, the Coaching Course was cancelled and not 

re-arranged during the 2020 season. 
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Further Progress: The Club will make contact with Kent 

Cricket over the Winter to re-arrange this course and 

encourage members to re-sign up for the course in order 

to support with coaching over the 2021 season. 
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2021 One Year Objectives 

I) Organise and fullfill 6-8 fixtures for our Development 

XI. 

1. What we have now. 

 Last season, the club organised and fulfilled 3 

Development XI games, with one victory and two 

defeats. 

 Each game saw six of the club’s young players 

(aged 16 and under) playing alongside selected 

senior players.  

 The club has a cohort of around 8 players of 

appropriate age and skill to play in such games.  

 The matches were the first time in living memory 

that the club has had sides playing on 

consecutive days over the course of a weekend.  

2. What we need to do. 

 Continue to offer high quality coaching for our 

young players and build up confidence and skills 

so players on the appropriate age (13+) can play 

in and contribute to the success of the 

Development XI (this will include an extended 

Winter Nets Programme). This will also enable 

the club to expand the number of players able to 

represent the side in such fixtures. At present, 

the club anticipates having 8 players of pertinent 

age and standard to represent the Development 

XI.  

 The Head Youth Coach is to be responsible for 

organising appropriate fixtures against similarly 

minded opposition. 
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 Attempt to source a sponsor for the Development 

XI. 

3. Requirements to achieve the objective. 

 Appropriate coaching and identification of 

players. 

 Committee and Coach time. 

 Strong communication between club, parents 

and players. 

4. The Cost 

 Ground maintenance and pitch preparation. 

 Hiring of Scout Hut (£25 per fixture), cost of teas 

(COVID-19 permitting) etc.  

5. When will the objective be achieved? 

 Fixtures organised by March 2021 

 Training organised and delivered in Febraury 

2021 (Winter Nets) and April 2021 (Outdoor 

Nets) 

 Fixtures completed in June and July 2021 

II. Achieve ECB Clubmark 

1. What we have now.  

 Over the 2020 season all criteria were fulfilled by 

the Clubmark Officers and the club had a site 

visit booked for May 2020 in order to achieve 

Clubmark. However, due to the COVID-19 

Pandemic this site visit was cancelled. 

 All documentation and procedures were up to 

date for 2020 criteria. 

2. What we need to do. 
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 Pending any changes in criteria, update 

documentation and procedures in line with 2021 

criteria. 

 Re-arrange Site Visit for early 2021 with Kent 

Cricket. 

3. Requirements to achieve objective. 

 Time and endeavours of Clubmark Officers and 

wider club membership. 

 Ensuring procedures and documentation are in 

line with ECB Clubmark Criteria.  

4. Cost 

 None 

5. When it will be implemented 

 The club intend for Clubmark to be achieved 

during the 2021 Season (ideally a site visit will be 

organised for May 2021).  

 Paperwork and procedures will be updated and 

approved by the Committee by January 2021 and 

submitted to Clubmark Portal by February 2021. 

 

III. Gain Planning Permission for a purpose-built Cricket 

Pavilion 

1. What we have now. 

 The club currently pays £25 for access to the 

“Scout Hut”, this is required for every Sunday 

Home Fixture and for every Saturday Coaching 

session. 

 The club, having engaged in appropriate 

research and discussions, have agreed that 
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Passmores will be the company engaged to build 

and provide the shelter.  

 The club have accurately measured the 

appropriate site and decided upon the size of the 

Pavilion. 

 Passmores have been paid in order to draw up 

plans for the Pavilion. 

2. What we need to do. 

 Complete a planning application and submit to 

appropriate body. 

 A supporting statement will be completed by the 

Head Youth Coach, outlining the need for a 

pavilion and highlighting the growth of the club 

over the passed 12 years.  

3. Requirements to achieve the objective. 

 Successful completion of planning application. 

 Engagement with members of the local 

community to gauge their support. 

4. The cost. 

 Cost of submitting application £__________ 

 Cost of engaging Passmores to complete 

drawings (£140 + VAT). 

 Estimated cost ______________ 

5. When it will be implemented. 

 Planning application will be submitted by October 

2020. 

 

IV. Organise a Major Fundraising Event 
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1. What we have now. 

 The club currently raise funs through a range of 

charitable endeavours. Historically, the club have 

completed The Three Peaks Challenge (raising 

circa £1,700) and a Brave the Shave Campaign 

(raising £1,290- split between four village 

organisations). 

 The club also raises funds through the Dover 

District Community Lottery (circa £180) per year 

and Easyfundraising (circa £30 per year). 

 The club intended to launch the Shepherdswell 

Cricket Club Community Raffle but this was 

cancelled due to Covid-19 Pandemic. 

2. What we need to do. 

 In order to continue to fund our growth as a club, 

we are aiming to host and organise a marquee 

fundraising event, aiming to raise around 

£10,000 through this event and enage a high 

proportion of our own members and the local 

community. 

 At our Summer 2020 Committee Meeting, initial 

ideas were floated and discussed, this ideas 

need to be finalised and planned for.  

 Lead by the Committee, the club need to agree 

and organise this large-scale fundraising 

endeavour. 

3. Requirements to achieve the objective. 

 Agree upon and organise a suitable event. 

 Publicise the event using all means possible. 

 Gain sponsorship and donations for the event. 

4. The cost. 
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 Event dependent, all costs will be covered by the 

success of the event. 

 Ideally, the event will have few costs.   

5. When it will be implemented. 

 The event will be agreed upon before Febraury 

2021 to ensure it can be organised prior to the 

2021 season. 

 The club are aiming for the event to occur in 

June or July 2021.  

 

V. Purchase a club owned Roller 

1. What we have now. 

 The club currently rent a private roller prior to the 

beginning of the season to roll the square. 

 Last year, due to the COVID-19 Pandemic, a 

local Farmer kindly rolled the square for us (free 

of charge) due to the difficulties of sourcing a 

private roller. 

 Due to the imminent completion fo the Storage 

Shelter, the club is now in a position to purchase 

its own roller to improve the quality of strips at 

The Rec.  

2. What we need to do. 

 Club to scour and monitor appropriate webpages 

and listings to source a roller. 

 Have funds ready to purchase roller as one 

becomes available. 

 As most rollers are “Collection Only”, the club 

must be able to transport the roller from where it 

is located back to Shepherdswell.  
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3. Requirements to achieve the objective. 

 Committee time and awareness. 

 Sourcing of appropriate finances and equipment 

to transport roller.  

4. The cost. 

 Circa £1,000-£1,500 for roller itself 

 Up to £500 to transport roller from location to 

Shepherdswell 

5. When it will be implemented. 

 Over 2021 season, dependent upon availability. 
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Five Year Objectives  

I) Improve playing and non-playing facilities (Pavilion 

and Square) 

1. What we have now. 

 We currently have a large square for a club of 

our size (with 10 tracks) which we utilise for our 

youth coaching sessions, matches and adult 

nets. 

 We rent our pavilion facilities (£25 per match) 

from the Local Scouts, we have no club specific 

pavilion. 

 We currently have no access to water for the 

square.  

 A purpose-built Storage Facility has just been 

built and is now in use by the club for the storage 

of around £10,000 of coaching and ground 

maintenance equipment.  

2. What we need to do. 

 Fundraise ourselves and through appropriate 

grant funding to be able to pay for such 

improvements. 

 Apply for appropriate grant funding to support 

these endeavours. 

 Organise and appropriately prioritise these 

endeavours.  

3. Requirements to achieve the objective. 

 Achieve ECB Clubmark in order to widen the field 

of grants we can apply for. 

 Fundraise as a club to ensure we are contributing 

some of our own income to these endeavours.  
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 Source appropriate equipment, services etc. at 

reasonable cost and high quality. 

4. The cost. 

 Cost of roller (circa £2,000). 

 Cost of new pavilion (circa £100,000). 

 Cost of making water easily accessible to the 

square (circa £5,000). 

5. When it will be implemented.  

 The Club is hoping to achieve Planning 

Permission for a purpose-built Cricket Pavilion 

during the 2021 season, as well as purchasing a 

roller over the course of this season. 

 Making water easy accessible to the square will 

aim to be achieved after the building of a 

Pavilion.  

II) Digitalisation of Club 

1. What we have now. 

 The club inputs fixtures, results and appropriate 

statistics onto PlayCricket manually after 

matches.  

 Scoring is recorded into a scorebook. 

 We have no wi-fi connection or television screens 

in our clubhouse equivalent. 

2. What we need to do. 

 Acquire (either through bidding to appropriate 

grant bodies or own purchasing) equipment 

necessary to fully digitalise our club. This 

equipment would include: Laptop, Electronic 

Scoreboard, Wi-fi connection, television screens/ 
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computer monitors and appropriate electrics to 

allow this equipment to work.  

3. Requirements to achieve the objective. 

 Appropriate purchasing and installation. 

4. The cost. 

 £1,000 estimated based on digitalisation of local 

club St. Margaret’s Cosmopolitan CC. 

5. When it will be implemented.  

 As a priority, the club believes achieving 

Clubmark and developing our Playing and Non-

Playing facilities as more important, therefore this 

aim is likely to be implemented towards the end 

of our 5 Year Development Timetable.  

III) Expand and further vary club’s playing programme 

1. What we have now. 

 We currently have one Sunday XI. Once at the 

appropriate age and standard, players from our 

youth sessions represent this side (since the start 

of the 2017 season we have had 8 “graduates” of 

our sessions play for the side. Some have been 

incredibly successful, achieving 50s in men’s 

cricket at 15 or five-fers at 14).  

 We have recently launched our Development XI 

(see One Year Objective I for more information). 

2. What we need to do. 

 As membership and the youth section grows, we 

need to expand and further vary the club’s 

playing programme. 
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 This could include the development of a Sunday 

Second XI, the entering of leagues for 

appropriate age-group teams or the arranging of 

a friendly softball tournament for under 9’s sides. 

These are only examples of how the playing 

programme could be varied as this would be 

dependent on the growth of the club and the 

decisions and wishes of members and committee 

officers at the time. 

3. Requirements to achieve the objective. 

 Appropriately trained and DBS checked 

individuals within the club (e.g. Level Two 

Coaches, Assistant Coaches, Club Welfare 

Officer, Team Managers, First Aiders and 

others).  

 Adapting playing programme according to 

demands of members at the time.  

4. The cost. 

 League Entry. 

 Potential training (e.g. Level 2 Coaching 

Qualifications, Welfare Officer Training). 

 Associated costs.  

5. When it will be implemented.  

 As the club’s membership grows and evolves, 

see One Year Objective I for our target of giving 

the Development XI an extended fixture list over 

the course of 2021.  


